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Arabah-el Madfuna
March 6th 1934 

Dear Mother. 

          We have been over to Girga today  
to see the weavers again & fetch a pair of curtains  
that Amice had ordered to be made for her,  
we scrambled up the ladder & through the hole  
in the wall & down the other side & received  
a great welcome from the weavers. we examined  
their work & I saw a lot of shuttles hanging  
up on the wall, fortunately I remembered their  
name in Arabic & I have purchacedsic one of them  
for Miss Collins. they are made by the local  
carpenter, & the weaver wanted to get a nice  
new one made for me, but I preferred to buy  
a nice well worn one, so I had his old one &  
gave him the money to get a new one, & we were  
both perfectly satisfied. 

          We have a friend of Dr Gardinerssic staying here for  
a week or two, he is a charming man, a Checho 
Slavaciansic, & a phylogistsic {philologist} & he is making translations 
of some of the difficult texts that are painted on  
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the walls of some of the back walls of the temple,  
they are too faded & broken for it to be worth while  
our making detailed drawings of them but they have  
to be recorded & it takes an expert to do the job.  
We call him our learned friend, his name is Ĉhernysic {Černý},  
he speaks fluent but rather strange English, & is  
very fond of fun & jokes. we are all enjoying his  
company. 

          Amice thanks Father very much for his message to  
her re printing. & sends love to you both. 

          Here are two pictures th/<of> Fill-fill & her son Wip-wat  
I am disappointed they are not clear, they must  
have moved, I should have given a more rapid  
exposure. but you can see what darlings they  
are. there is also one of little Hakim taken  
the day after we had him. is’ntsic he a lovely  
little ball of fluff. 

          Lots of love to you both. 
          Your affectionate daughter  
          Myrtle. 
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